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High-Performance Motocross Carburettor Upgrade Manufacturer Launches
Website

Splitstream, the most exciting motocross carburettor upgrade in years has launched its new
website for 2005. The Splitstream carb upgrade, made from a single piece of high-tech nylon
composite, is taking the high-performance motocross by storm.

(PRWEB) January 15, 2005 -- Pro-MX Racing, the creators of the Splitstream carburettor upgrade for
motocross bikes, has launched a global website for Splitstream products and users, at www.split-stream.com.

The site, owned by Pro-MX Racing, provides product range, news, user testimonials and technical information
about the revolutionary product.

The Splitstream fits into the inlet side of the carb, splitting the venturi. Its sole purpose is to smooth the air as it
passes the throttle slide, allowing the air/fuel charge to enter the cylinder at a higher velocity, boosting
horsepower.

Primary power benefits are idle to mid range on 2 - strokes and power from idle to full throttle on 4 - strokes.
This performance product has to be one of the most cost effective ways of boosting your bikes' power, with no
adverse effect, the power just comes in smooth and strong.

Used by champion riders around the world, the Splitsteam is fast becoming "the" carb upgrade for professional
riders and serious motocross enthusiasts.

Racing professionals such as TomDe Belder, who races for Shineray MX TeamChina is a big fan of the
Splitstream. Other top rider/users include Marvin VanDaele. Jordi Paez, who rides in the Dutch Championship
85cc and European Championship 85cc classes, is another prominent figure who uses Splitsteam

Benjamin Coisy, who was French and European Champion and 125 SX Champion in 2003 and won the 2004
French SX Championship and SX Euro Tour Championship in the 125, is another committed Splitstream fan.

Splitstream currently has distributors in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, France and Germany. The
growth of the products popularity ensures it will enter other markets around the world.

Pro-MX Racing is looking for appropriate distributors in other markets to retail this innovative product. Check
out the distributor section of the site to find out more at www.split-stream.com
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Contact Information
Peter Russell
YORKSHIRE MEDIA
http://www.split-stream.com
44 (0)7814 756 390

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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